Belle Roche, North Caicos
Five acres on Bottle Creek with over 400 feet of waterfront
Home, Cottage and Garage/Studio

Bell Roche is a very unique property. A generous five acres on the waterfront, thriving native vegetation, three
quite separate buildings all contribute to an overwhelming sense of privacy. As a commercial development Belle
Roche is an exceptional large property in a gorgeous location, with substantial buildings forming an immediate
base for operations. As a family compound or estate Belle Roche offers flexible move-in potential, with extreme
privacy, and ample space for additional buildings. The myriad trails through the woodland connect the buildings
to each other and to the waterfront. On the property you will find a generous 2,000 sq ft main building with kitchen/dining room and living room, powder room, spacious outdoor porch, and a separate master suite with reading
nook, queen bedroom and generous full ensuite bathroom. The home is an intriguing solid cement construction
with tile floors throughout. Orientation to the waterfront brings excellent breeze flowing through the windows.
The kitchen is small but highly functional with fabulous view out across Bottle Creek. The porch is accessed from
the dining area, and offers comfortable relaxing spot with constant fresh breeze.

The Cottage

The cottage is a lovely self contained living space with airy queen bedroom with view over Bottle Creek, separate
kitchen area and comfortable porch. The cottage has worked well as a rental property providing income without
impinging on the privacy of the main home. The garage/studio is a flexible open space with bathroom and shower,
sink and counter, graciously lit by clear roof panels and breezy with the fully screened windows and barn doorway
open. It has been used successfully as an artists studio, as a spare accommodation apartment and as a garage.
Bottle Creek is a lovely inlet from the sea which connects to the channel between North & Middle Caicos. A glorious scenic area, with sparking sandbars and fresh green cays. The view across the water to the East Bay Islands
Reserve is truly magnificent. Belle Roche presents an elegant retreat nestled in a lush indigenous landscape along
beautiful shore of Bottle Creek … it is waiting for you come and make it yours!

Asking $1,050,000 USD

